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Archeological Insights into Hominin Cognitive
Evolution
THOMAS WYNN AND FREDERICK L. COOLIDGE

How did the human mind evolve? How and when did we come to think in the
ways we do? The last thirty years have seen an explosion in research related to
the brain and cognition. This research has encompassed a range of biological
and social sciences, from epigenetics and cognitive neuroscience to social and
developmental psychology. Following naturally on this efflorescence has been a
heightened interest in the evolution of the brain and cognition. Evolutionary
scholars, including paleoanthropologists, have deployed the standard array of
evolutionary methods. Ethological and experimental evidence has added signifi-
cantly to our understanding of nonhuman brains and cognition, especially those
of nonhuman primates.1,2 Studies of fossil brains through endocasts and sophis-
ticated imaging techniques have revealed evolutionary changes in gross neural
anatomy.3,4 Psychologists have also gotten into the game through application of
reverse engineering to experimentally based descriptions of cognitive functions.
For hominin evolution, there is another rich source of evidence of cognition, the
archeological record. Using the methods of Paleolithic archeology and the theo-
ries and models of cognitive science, evolutionary cognitive archeology docu-
ments developments in the hominin mind that would otherwise be inaccessible.

As with all forms of archeological

reasoning, arguments in evolutionary

cognitive archeology (ECA) consist of

a series of inferences, beginning with

the physical traces of past activity that

have survived into the present (arti-

facts, features, and their spatial distri-

bution) and ending with inferences

about mechanisms that governed or

constrained life in the past.5–7 In the

case of ECA, these inferences concern

the nature of past cognitive mecha-

nisms and constraints. The structure

of ECA argumentation is indistin-

guishable from archeological argu-

ments about social life, ecological

systems, or productive systems in the

past. What differ are the theories that

govern the arguments and the archeo-

logical traces that are deemed to be

informative. Thus, instead of human

behavioral ecology, cognitive archeolo-
gists are more likely to turn to cogni-
tive neuroscience for their basic
concepts and, rather than study past
environments and evidence of diet,
they examine sequences of artifact
production or site-level spatial pat-

terns. Box 1 briefly sets out the some
of the specific theories of cognition
that have been used by evolutionary
cognitive archeologists. Box 2 sets out
the basic methodological approaches.

Human cognition is based on com-
plex, interconnected neural networks,

components of which evolved at differ-
ent times for different reasons. In this
review we focus on the evolution of
just four cognitive domains: technical
cognition, spatial cognition, theory of
mind, and executive reasoning.

Given this focus on cognitive domains

rather than specific hominin taxa, our
review will have direct relevance to
scholarship in general; an account of the
timing and context of specific cognitive
developments might illuminate related
interpretive problems. For example, an
evolutionary account of the timing and
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context of allocentric perception, an

important component of human spa-

tial cognition, is directly relevant to

understanding the apparent sex differ-

ence in mental rotation abilities. Mod-

ern abilities in mental rotation

evolved in the time of Homo erectus,

arguably before the advent of modern

hunting and gathering, rendering the

“hunting hypothesis” for the sex dif-

ference highly unlikely.8

INSIGHT 1: HOMININ TECHNICAL
COGNITION IS BASED IN NEURAL

RESOURCES THAT INITIALLY
EVOLVED IN SUPPORT OF

ANTHROPOID OBJECT
MANIPULATION

Archeologists have long relied on
technical complexity as a proxy for
cognition. The 3.3- million-year

Paleolithic record presents an overall
trend of increasing variety of tools
and increasing numbers of constitu-
ent elements of the tools. This record
roughly paralleled the dramatic
increase in brain size that character-
ized evolution of the genus Homo.
Thus, as an empirical generalization,
an argument for increasingly more
powerful technical cognition appears
sound. Complexity has also played a

Box 1. Theories Guiding Evolutionary Cognitive Archeology

Evolutionary cognitive archeology
has its roots in the processual archeol-
ogy of the 1970s.90,91 One characteris-
tic of this general approach is the
explicit use of theory to generate
hypotheses about the past. Arguably,
the single most important difference
between evolutionary cognitive arche-
ology and more casual references to
early hominin cognition is the reli-
ance of the former on explicit theories
of cognition. These theories provide
concepts for use in interpretation and
also ground the selection of appropri-
ate variables (attributes) in analysis.

Evolutionary cognitive archeolo-
gy, at this point in its development,
relies on a variety of theories. Most
of these theories take an explicit or
implicit Cartesian stance on the
ontological status of mind itself, a
stance that considers minds to be
distinct from bodies and to consist
of internal representations or com-
putations that structure action.
Recently, there has been a growing
interest in non-Cartesian approaches
that incorporate anatomical resour-
ces and artifacts into the working of
cognition itself. However, the old
“tabula rasa” view of the mind as a
blank slate written on by experience
is now effectively defunct. To under-
stand behavior at any point in homi-
nin evolution, it is necessary to
incorporate, to the degree possible,
an understanding of the minds that
structured that behavior.

Cognitive neuroscience92 is the most
common theoretical stance encoun-
tered in evolutionary cognitive arche-
ology. It is a broad approach based in
the experimental results of cognitive

psychology and neuroscience, includ-
ing neuroimaging and locational infor-
mation documented through clinical
neuropsychology (brain damage and
pathology). Cognitive neuroscience
takes a Cartesian stance on the nature
of mind, and considers mental activity
to consist of internal representations
and/or computations generated by net-
works of neural activity. It has pow-
ered most of the dramatic discoveries
about cognition that have occurred in
the last quarter century and is the
implicit theory supporting most of
contemporary neuroscience.

Developmental psychology is the
study of cognition in human children
and adolescents. It provided the Pia-
getian models that yielded evolution-
ary cognitive archeology’s first
substantive contributions to paleoan-
thropology.48,93 More recently, it has
provided the basis for Moore’s analy-
sis of stone knapping and Shipton’s
analysis of Theory of Mind.17,61 Like
cognitive neuroscience, developmen-
tal psychology takes a mostly Carte-
sian stance and sets out to understand
how, over the course of development,
the internal representations of mental
life construct increasingly powerful
models of the world. Comparative psy-
chologists often borrow from the
developmental psychology literature
because of its focus on preadult forms
of mind. Although a recapitulationist
perspective has had some influence,
evolutionary cognitive archeology
does not assume that hominin cogni-
tive evolution must have followed the
same sequence as child development.

Semiotics, though not technically
cognitive because it does not stipulate

the nature of cognition, has provided
important concepts for evolutionary
cognitive archeology. The writings of
Peirce94 and Saussure95 have been
particularly influential, especially
with respect to the nature of significa-
tion and the typology of signs (icons,
indexes, and symbols).

Information processing is one of
the oldest perspectives in cognitive
science, reaching back to the cognitive
revolution in psychology in the 1960s.
It emphasizes computation over rep-
resentation and is most often associat-
ed with computer science and
artificial intelligence. However, it has
also formed the foundation for theo-
ries used in psychology96 and anthro-
pology.97 It has been the basis for an
ambitious model of hominin cognitive
evolution proposed by Barnard98 and
applied by archeologists.99,100

Non-Cartesian theories eschew reli-
ance on internal representations and,
in their strict varieties, deny the exis-
tence of any kind of internal facsimiles
or constructs. The ecological psycholo-
gy of James Gibson,101 in which
perception is seen to result from direct
apprehension of features in the
environment without any internal
mediator has powered one serious
application in hominin evolution.102,103

More recently, the embodied or
extended theory of mind, in which
bodies and material artifacts play
active roles in cognition, has produced
provocative interpretations.85 Such
non-Cartesian approaches have natu-
ral resonance for archeologists because
they reduce the sometimes troubling
need to discuss “what was going on in
the heads” of long-extinct actors.
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role in specific episodes in the stan-
dard narrative, such as when archeolo-
gists argued that prepared core
techniques such as Levallois were
more complex than the knapping pro-
cedures used to make Acheulean han-
daxes.9 In the last twenty years,
archeologists have refined their
account of technical complexity in two
ways. First, they have made significant
strides in describing technical activity,
based primarily on experimental
reproduction and the refitting of
cores10–12; second, they have begun to
incorporate a cognitive vocabulary
into their descriptions, so that it is
now common to see references to

quasi-cognitive concepts such as
“foresight,” “plan ahead,” and
“hierarchical organization.”

Unfortunately, if one is interest-
ed in the evolution of technical
cognition itself, most of these
attempts are not very helpful. With-
out explicit grounding in cognitive
theory, technical complexity has
limited ability to inform us about
the evolution of mind. Even the
products of the chai

_
ne op�eratoire

approach, which generates detailed
accounts of action sequences
and identifies decision points, can-
not stand alone as cognitive
interpretations.

Cognitive archeologists have tried
to illuminate technical cognition by
applying a variety of explicit mod-
els.13–16 Moore,17 for example, has
applied Greenfield’s developmental
model to early hominin technical
cognition, while Coolidge and cow-
orkers18 have applied a mixed cogni-
tive psychological and cognitive
anthropological model of expert cog-
nition to discuss recent evolutionary
developments in technical cognition.
But the most interesting and poten-
tially far-reaching study has been
that of Dietrich Stout and col-
leagues,19 who used neuroarcheology
(neuroimaging and experimental

Box 2. Methods

The primary challenge in evolu-
tionary cognitive archeology is meth-
odological. How can archeologists
make inferences about cognition that
are, to use Botha’s5 apt terminology,
both grounded and warranted?
Grounding refers to the basis of an
inference in sound theoretical under-
standings; warranting refers to use
of data that is appropriate to the
inference being made. Evolutionary
cognitive archeology uses a variety of
theories and a variety of data to pro-
duce warranted inferences.

Neuroarcheology strives to describe
the patterns of neural activation that
generated activities identified in the
archeological record. Methodological-
ly, it is primarily experimental. An
experimental participant typically will
perform an activity reconstructed on
the basis of archeological remains,
after or during which a neuroimaging
device of some sort records the pat-
terns of neuro-activation. If the exper-
iment tests similar activities, such as
stone knapping, from different points
in human evolution, it is possible to
identify evolutionary changes in the
patterns of activation. Such studies
are subject to the caveats attaching to
all neuroimaging studies, such as
coarseness of resolution. They have
the added drawback of using modern
brains as proxies for early hominin
brains.19,24 Modern college-age adults
are arguably a poor substitute for

prehistoric minds; they have neither
the same hardware nor similar life
experiences. Nevertheless, neuroarch-
eological studies are able to identify
differences in neural activation pat-
terns linked to differences in task
parameters and thus provide a basis
from which to interpret developments
in the prehistoric past.

Experimental archeology in evolu-
tionary cognitive archeology strives
to reproduce prehistoric activities in
a way that permits cognitive inter-
pretation. It is an important compo-
nent of neuroarcheology, but can
also ground behavioral analyses. It is
susceptible to the range of caveats
associated with such studies, equifin-
ality perhaps being the most prob-
lematic. One current weaknesses of
evolutionary cognitive archeology is
the dearth of analyses in which the
experimental controls of cognitive
psychology have been applied to nat-
uralistic activities, though this is
beginning to change.104,105

Châines op�eratoires are descrip-
tions of prehistoric action sequen-
ces based on analysis of material
culture. Several forms of analysis
can generate chai

_
nes op�eratoires,

including core refitting (in lithic
analysis), experimental reproduc-
tion, ethnographic analogy, and
even thought experiment. Chai

_
nes

op�eratoires are charts or diagrams
documenting a flow of activity and

thus have a temporal component.
Good examples identify the points in
a sequence when significant choices
were made. Chai

_
nes op�eratoires alone

are not cognitive models. They, too,
require application of explicit models
of cognition drawn from other sour-
ces, though few have made the
attempt.106 Another serious drawback
of chai

_
nes op�eratoires is that there is

no standardization of the format of
presentation, making comparison
difficult.

In evolutionary cognitive archeol-
ogy, attribute analysis consists of
defining a set of artifact features
that reflect a particular cognitive
function. For example, Wynn48

used a series of topological and
Euclidean attributes to identify
spatial concepts used in the manu-
facture of late Acheulean handaxes.
This approach requires an under-
standing of a specific type of cogni-
tive analysis done on contemporary
activities and an explicit translation
of these activities into archeologi-
cally visible attributes.

Akazawa107,108 has recently orga-
nized a large-scale research project
to investigate Neandertal social cog-
nition. In addition to paleoneurology
and experimental archeology, his
team has used mathematical model-
ing to predict distributional conse-
quences of different varieties of
social learning.
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archeology) to reveal the neural
underpinnings of technical cognition
itself.

Beginning in 2000, Stout and col-
leagues19 made a truly interdisciplin-
ary assault on the nature of
technical cognition, using the dra-
matic developments in neuroimaging
that occurred in the 1990s and the
controlled reproduction of Paleolith-
ic stone tools.20–23 Their research
has used various techniques of neu-
ral imaging, including positron emis-
sion tomography (PET) and
functional magnetic resonance imag-
ing (fMRI), which map the activation
of groups of neurons. They have also
used diffusion tensor imaging (DTI),
which maps white matter tracks.24

Such imaging techniques cannot yet
track individual neurons and the res-
olution, by necessity, averages the
activation of large groups of cells.
However, when these techniques are
combined with knowledge of neural
localization (for example, via clinical
neuropsychology) the images can
show important patterns of neural
activation. On the experimental side,
Stout and colleagues have examined
expert knappers doing a variety of
tasks. They have also trained novices
to knap stone, imaging their brains
at set intervals over months of learn-
ing.25 The theoretical basis for inter-
preting the neuroimagery is that of
cognitive neuroscience, which links
experimentally based cognitive mod-
els such as cognitive control to the
patterns of neural activation.

Arguably, the most significant
result of Stout and colleagues’
research is their description of a
“. . .distributed, bilateral fronto-
parietal network supporting stone
toolmaking in modern humans.”24 In
knapping tasks, frontal lobe activa-
tions occur primarily in the ventral
premotor strip, which controls motor
actions such as grasping and direct-
ed action. Parietal lobe activation
occurs primarily in the inferior pari-
etal lobes, particularly the supramar-
ginal gyrus (SMG). These areas
traditionally are associated with
perceptual-motor activity, with the
SMG involved in planning and pre-
paring action, and also inner speech.
Stout and colleagues24 emphasize
that this fronto-parietal network is,

in fact, an old neural network that
evolved in nonhuman primates in
support of object manipulation, a
pattern well-described in the com-
parative literature.26,27

Teasing out hominin specializa-
tions within this network has turned
out to be a challenge. Tool use is a
complex activity requiring perceptu-
al, motor, and planning resources
that engage an extensive neural net-
work in both humans and nonhu-
man primates; the differences are
minor in comparison to the shared
resources. Stout and colleagues
argue that when humans are con-
trasted with nonhuman primates,
stone toolmaking relies on more
resources devoted to observed action
and processing of details. They have
also suggested that an anterior por-
tion of the SMG may have evolved as
a human specialization for tool use.
In a study of the manipulation of
modern tools, Orban and Caruana27

observed the same difference in acti-
vation when humans manipulated
and observed tools, but not when
macaques did. They suggest that this
represents a “semantic” component
in human tool use not present in
macaques. Of course, Orban and
Caruana’s humans were using
named tools, such as “screwdriver,”
which brings up the knotty issue of
tool concept and labeling. What is
most significant here is the docu-
mentation that stone knapping most
likely evolved through the modifica-
tion of a neural network that had
evolved in the context of primate
manipulation of objects and food
long before the advent of hominins.
This is not a surprise from a general
evolutionary perspective, but it does
belie claims that stone knapping per
se marked a cognitive Rubicon in
hominin evolution (Fig. 1).28

Research by Stout and colleagues
has also identified possible evolu-
tionary changes in the brain in sup-
port of more advanced stone
knapping. In a series of experiments,
they trained a group of novices to
make Oldowan-like flake and core
tools and Acheulean-like handaxes,
periodically imaging their brains by
fMRI over the several months of
their apprenticeship. They also
imaged expert knappers performing

similar tasks.25 Patterns of activation
differed between Oldowan and
Acheulean tasks. Areas of the pars
triangularis of the right prefrontal
cortex were active in handaxe manu-
facture but not in the simple knap-
ping of flakes. Stout and coworkers
argue that this reflects the greater
planning requirements of bifaces;
this area of the prefrontal cortex has
long been associated with executive
reasoning and working memory.
Thus, handaxe manufacture, as com-
pared to simple flake production,
appears to have required an increase
in working memory capacity. These
researchers are building on their
results to make more controversial
arguments about language evolution
based on shared neural resources
between tool use and vocalization.

Patterns of brain activation are not
models of cognitive function. Behav-
ioral studies, such as those devised
by Stout and colleagues to assess
stone knapping skill, are thus essen-
tial for interpretation. However, neu-
roimaging has confirmed some
important general features of brain
function that are important for cog-
nitive archeology in general. The first
is that few brain structures or
regions are dedicated to single func-
tions; there are very few neural mod-
ules per se. The second is that the
neural underpinnings of cognition
are rarely simple. Even relatively
“simple” activities such as striking a
single flake from a core engage mul-
tiple neural networks and resources;
indeed, most cognitive functions
involve multiple neural regions and
networks. As a corollary, it is impor-
tant to emphasize that “technical
cognition” is a category of analytical
convenience, not a bounded neuro-
logical module. What we are calling
technical cognition shares resources
with other networks, including ones
with spatial and social cognition and
working memory. Nevertheless, as a
network, many of these resources act
in concert and have arguably also
evolved in concert.

From Stout and colleagues’
research we can draw two important
implications for the standard narra-
tive of hominin evolution. The first
is that the advent of stone knapping
required no dramatic leap in
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cognitive ability. Instead, certain
components of the anthropoid object
manipulation network were enhanced
as stone knapping developed. For
example, by 2.3 Ma evidence provided
by core refits indicates the use of
enhanced visual attention tied to
examination of cores. The knappers at
Lokalalei 2C11 used a technique in
which they closely examined cores for
workable angles, struck flakes, and then
rotated the core in order to look for oth-
er workable angles. Bonobos trained to
knap do not practice this kind of consis-
tent, close monitoring.29 Thus, the
Lokalalei knappers appear to have had
better visual attention abilities than do
apes. Otherwise, early knapping
remained cognitively apelike, an assess-
ment we will corroborate in the follow-
ing analysis of spatial cognition.

The second implication is that,
having initially evolved as a nonver-
bal neural network, technical cogni-
tion remained largely nonverbal
during the course of hominin evolu-
tion and, indeed, remains so today.
This is one reason for the difficulties
that arise when trying to document
language evolution from stone tools.
Modern technical cognition relies
largely on a cognitive system that
primarily consists of long-term pro-
cedural memories, the kind that are
basic to the anthropoid object
manipulation network, and a set of

cognitive short cuts for accessing
this information. This cognitive sys-
tem is known as expertise or expert
performance.

An expert performance is typified
by virtually error-free performance,
rapid problem analysis, ability to
switch attention without loss of
information, and rapid learning and
updating of new information.30

Expertise is more accurate and reli-
able than is typical for long-term ver-
bal memory, but retains the
information volume of long-term
memory. The model of expertise that
we have found to be amenable to
evolutionary analysis is Ericsson’s
long-term working memory.31,32 The
centerpiece of this model is the
retrieval structure, which is a large
chunk of information stored in long-
term memory as a unit. The content
of a retrieval structure consists of
cues linked to other chunks of proce-
dural and declarative information
held in long-term memory. One can
call up a retrieval structure into
active attention via single cue or tag.
(For example, the cue “King’s Indian
Defense” calls up the location of 32
chess pieces on an 8 3 8 grid of pos-
sible positions.) Expertise is the pri-
mary memory system used in skilled
technical activity.33,34 Expert knowl-
edge is not, however, easily acquired.
Because it relies heavily on cues,

chunks, and chaining, it requires
years of practice to achieve mastery.
The psychological literature famous-
ly cites ten years and 10,000 repeti-
tions as necessary for most expert
level performance.30 Technical exper-
tise consists almost entirely of proce-
dural routines; verbal declarative
information is secondary, which is
why technical tasks such as stone
knapping require physical practice
and cannot be learned effectively
from verbal instruction alone. When
archeologists study stone knapping
and other prehistoric technical activ-
ities, they are primarily examining
the fruits of expert cognition. Trying
to distill the verbal elements from
expertise based on the tools alone
may well be impossible.16,34

INSIGHT 2: HUMAN SPATIAL
COGNITION EVOLVED LONG
AGO IN THE TIME OF HOMO

ERECTUS

Spatial cognition is the ability to
perceive spatial patterns, organize
action in space, and understand spa-
tial relationships. Accordingly, it
engages an array of neural resources,
from basic pattern detection in the
visual cortex to executive reasoning
abilities in the prefrontal cortex.
However, the brain structures most
associated with spatial cognition are

Figure 1. Two images of an idealized brain summarizing activation patterns mapped by Hecht and coworkers24 (by permission of D.
Stout). The activation includes results from DTI, which maps white-matter tracks, and fMRI (dots), which maps activation of groups of
neurons. The pattern on the left is of the left cerebral hemisphere; it summarizes activation of the distributed frontoparietal network,
which underpins technical cognition, in this case stone-tool manufacture. The pattern on the right shows right hemisphere activation,
including activation of the pars triangularis of the inferior frontal lobes, which accompanies manufacture of late-Acheulean style bifa-
ces. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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the parietal lobes. These are the pri-
mary loci of the “dorsal pathway” of
visual processing, where the brain
takes input from the primary visual
cortex and interprets spatial relations
such as up or down, left or right, and
inside or outside, as well as basic
Gestalt patterns such as balance,
enclosure, and symmetry.35 This
component of spatial cognition is an
integral component of the anthropoid
object manipulation network, where
it is used to guide motor action in
space. But for modern humans at
least, spatial cognition includes an
ability to understand space as a
three-dimensional framework of posi-
tions, as well as to imagine multidi-
mensional space-time.

Several components of modern
human spatial cognition are not evi-
dent among nonhuman primates.
These components are very impor-
tant to modern life. One is allocen-
tric perception, the ability to imagine
visual perspectives not centered on
ego. This ability is fundamental to
Euclidean spatial thinking, which is
the understanding that space

consists of spatial positions that do
not change with a shift in vantage
point. Allocentric perception, which
includes the ability to conceive of
geographic space from a birds-eye
perspective, is one of the abilities
measured in mental rotation tests,
and is important in survey knowl-
edge in navigation. Thus, allocentric
perception has important practical
applications in many facets of mod-
ern life. However, spatial cognition
is important to more than just tool-
making and navigation. Parietal lobe
resources that evolved for spatial
cognition are active in creating mod-
els of the world; that is, how one
imagines his or her own life-
world.36,37 These resources are also
fundamentally important in mathe-
matical thinking, where they supply
the primary metaphors for mathe-
matical relationships (number lines,
curves, regressions38). Thus, if arche-
ologists can trace the evolution of
spatial cognition there are clear
implications for other domains.

The archeological record limits the
range of spatial action available for

study. In very unusual circumstances
of preservation, such as at Box-
grove39 and Sch€oningen,40 archeolo-
gists can obtain a glimpse of how
hominins used landscapes. But most
of what we know about spatial cog-
nition is based on the analysis of
stone tools, which preserve many of
the ways in which stone knappers
organized their action on cores and
flakes, and conceived of larger-scale
patterns. There was, for example, a
clear sequence of development in the
imposition of symmetry on stone
tools. The earliest lithic technology
involved no imposition of form of
any kind.41,42 The earliest stone
knappers focused almost exclusively
on flake production; any resulting
shapes were unintended consequen-
ces of the flake production proce-
dure. The only arguable development
in spatial cognition over that of apes
was an ability to identify appropriate
platforms, and even this was more
likely to have been a development in
attention as opposed to spatial cogni-
tion per se.28

With the advent of Acheulean tech-
nology, hominins began to impose
two-dimensional symmetry on bifa-
ces; however, balance might be a
better term. By imposition, we mean
that the knappers set out to produce
a target shape, not just produce a
working edge or flake. There need
not have been a “mental template” in
the form of a specific visual image; it
need only have been recognized
when achieved. Handaxes dating
between 1.8 and 1.0 Ma were only
roughly symmetrical (Fig. 2).35,43

One lateral edge mirrored the basic
configuration of the other lateral
edge, but the match was rarely met-
rically precise. The cross-sections
were irregular and often thick. By
about 1 million years ago, the sym-
metry was more precise and, at least
occasionally, the cross sections were
much thinner. By 500,000 years ago,
hominins produced handaxes with
three-dimensional, metrically precise
symmetry; they also produced arti-
facts that violated symmetry in
attractive ways (Fig. 3).35,44,45

Some of these developments reflect
technical innovations, such as use of
soft hammers and edge grinding, but
some of the developments reflect

Figure 2. A biface from Kokiselie, Kenya, the oldest yet recognized Acheulean site (ca.
1.79 Ma) (National Museum of Kenya; photo by TW).46 The imposition of shape (symmetry
or balance) required coordination of the dorsal and ventral visual processing streams, a
cognitive ability not evident in earlier lithic technology.35,47 [Color figure can be viewed
in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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spatial cognition. Following the early

Piagetian schemes for cognitive devel-

opment, Wynn48–50 argued that the

sequence of handaxe development

documented hominins’ construction

of a true Euclidean understanding of

spatial relationships, with Oldowan

artifacts (ca. 2.5-1.8 Ma) demonstrat-

ing only ape-grade topological under-

standings, whereas final Acheulean

handaxes required a full-fledged

Euclidean sense of space. Wynn47

invoked cognitive neuroscience to

suggest that early Acheulean han-

daxes required coordination of the

two visual processing pathways, dor-

sal spatial relations and ventral pat-

tern recognition. Recently, Orban and

Caruana27 identified an area in the

anterior SMG as the probable locus

of this integration. By 500,000 years

ago, hominins were occasionally

knapping handaxes with regular

cross-sections and three-dimensional

symmetry. The three-dimensional

symmetries of late Acheulean

handaxes also required allocentric
perception. In 2011, Hodgson35 relied
on cognitive neuroscience to propose
a more nuanced view of the same
sequence. For Hodgson, the early
handaxes adhered to a preattentive
and implicit notion of symmetry
attributable to the ventro-dorsal proc-
essing pathway (inferior parietal lobe,
as opposed to the temporal lobe),
particularly the intraparietal sulcus
(IPS), which had undergone expan-
sion in Homo.

These three applications of for-
mal cognitive models agree on sev-
eral conclusions: 1) The earliest
stone tools required only ape-like
spatial cognition; 2) modern con-
cepts of space were in place by the
late Acheulean, some 500,000 years
ago; 3) the evolution of spatial cog-
nition included developments in the
dorsal and ventral visual processing
pathways, including higher level
downstream processing; 4) the
Acheulean was not a period of sta-
sis, at least in regard to spatial

cognition. Indeed, it was during
this million-plus-year period that
hominins acquired modern spatial
cognition.

This account of spatial cognition
has been one of the most robust con-
clusions of ECA. As such, it has had
implications for arguments in other
domains. Silverman,8,51 for example,
has argued that the reliable sex dif-
ference in spatial cognition evolved
as an adaptation for male hunting.
He has suggested that the key devel-
opment in spatial cognition was
“space constancy,” an ability to
maintain spatial relations through
transformation. This is the basis of
mental rotation abilities (for exam-
ple, the rotated figures on intelli-
gence tests) and, Silverman argues,
the ability to hold landscape rela-
tions constant, allowing navigation
using novel routes. The archeological
evidence we have reviewed presents
a problem for Silverman’s interpreta-
tion. The cognitive abilities in “space
constancy” were in place by 500,000
years ago, but there is little evidence
of gendered division of labor until
much later.52

Allocentric spatial abilities are also
a component of navigation systems.
Modern humans navigate from place
to place using two rather different
systems, route following and survey
knowledge.53,54 In route following,
the traveler follows a sequence of
landmarks and relative directions
that have been committed to memo-
ry or materially recorded (for exam-
ple, “Go to the Ikea store and turn
left”). In survey knowledge, the trav-
eler has a map, either mental or cul-
tural, and imagines a route by
connecting the starting and ending
points with a line. A map is an allo-
centric representation of space,
whereas route following relies on
egocentric perspectives. Either tech-
nique works well with known land-
scapes, but novel landscapes present
a challenge. Both routes and maps
must be acquired through experi-
ence. Burke55 has made the contro-
versial argument that modern
humans had an advantage over more
archaic forms because they integrat-
ed both systems, using egocentric
observations to constantly update
survey knowledge. She does not

Figure 3. A handaxe from Kathu Pan, South Africa, ca. 500,000 years old (McGregor
Museum, Kimberley, South Africa, photo by TW). The three-dimensional, metrically precise
symmetry indicates that the knapper relied on allocentric perception, a necessary pre-
requisite for a Euclidean understanding of space.35,47 [Color figure can be viewed in the
online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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suggest that archaic forms such as
Neandertals lacked survey knowl-
edge, only that they did not have a
system for rapidly updating that
knowledge, and thus were not as
adept at learning new landscapes.
Burke does not specify what powers
this spatial updating, but a good can-
didate is executive reasoning and/or
the integrative resources of the retro-
splenial cortex. This is a difficult
hypothesis to test. We suspect that
integrated route and survey systems
antedated the emergence of Nean-
dertals. Evidence of allocentric per-
ception dates back to half-a-million
years ago, at least, and, given that
trail following is practiced by chim-
panzees, route following abilities are
arguably even older.56

Human spatial cognition appears
to have evolved almost entirely dur-
ing the time of Homo erectus sensu
lato. Given the wide geographic dis-
persal of Homo erectus, it is tempting
to hypothesize that abilities in allo-
centric perception and survey knowl-
edge were an important component
of Homo erectus’ ability to organize
landscape-scale activities. But there
are other possibilities. Arguably, allo-
centric perception shares neural
resources with theory of mind,
which is an important component of
social cognition.

INSIGHT 3: HOMININ SOCIAL LIFE
HAS SELECTED FOR HIGHER
LEVELS OF THEORY OF MIND

Ever since the publication of
Machiavellian Intelligence57 in 1988,
social cognition has been center
stage in discussions of primate evolu-
tion. Advocates of this position argue
that the complexities of social life,
more than the physical challenges of
foraging, selected for significant
developments in intelligence and an
increase in brain size via expansion
of the neocortex.58,59 There are cur-
rently three major versions of the
social hypothesis: the Machiavellian
hypothesis, which focuses on decep-
tion and social manipulation; the
social learning hypothesis, which
emphasizes the ability to learn infor-
mation and complex routines, includ-
ing tool use, from conspecifics; and

the social brain hypothesis (SBH),
which emphasizes individuals’ ability
to establish and maintain social
networks.58

Paleolithic archeology is not par-
ticularly well-situated to study social
life. Archeological treatments of
social phenomena lean heavily on
the spatial distribution of archeologi-
cal remains, particularly settlement
patterns. Such patterns are hard to
detect in Paleolithic evidence, where
most residential remains consist of
complex palimpsests of multiple
occupations and chronological chal-
lenges make establishing even rough
contemporaneity between sites very
difficult. Nonetheless, Paleolithic

specialists have made some progress
in documenting prehistoric social

interactions, especially for later peri-

ods.60 However, they are still a very

long way from the kinds of rich

descriptions that might enable reli-

able contrasts with the primate liter-

ature. The few sophisticated

treatments in ECA have focused, not

surprisingly, on more narrowly cir-

cumscribed aspects of social life. Of

the three current versions of the

social hypothesis, two, the social

learning hypothesis and the social

brain hypothesis, have guided

research in ECA. One of the key cog-

nitive components of both is Theory

of Mind (ToM).

Sometimes referred to as mind
reading, ToM is the ability to imag-
ine what another individual knows
or understands. It incorporates dif-
fering levels of intentionality. With
first-level intentionality, ego has a
belief about the world; with second
level intentionality, ego has a belief
that another individual also has a
belief; with third level, ego has a
belief that a second individual has a
belief about ego’s belief, and so on.
Most modern humans regularly
operate with four or five levels of
intentionality (soap operas and tele-
novelas depend on them!), but chim-
panzees struggle with two.58 Here,
then, is a socially important cogni-
tive ability that clearly evolved over
the course of human evolution. The
ECA approach to documenting the
evolution of ToM is to focus on lev-
els of intentionality per se via direct
proxies of this ability. The two most
serious applications have been those
of Ceri Shipton and James Cole.

Shipton61 bases his argument
largely on the development of imita-
tion and intentionality in children
(that is, developmental psychology).
He points out that infants as young
as nine months appear to under-
stand that others have intentions,
and that by the age of four years
children demonstrate full second-
order intentionality with an under-
standing of others’ mental states
(they can, for example, pass a false
belief test). He further argues that
true imitation, the copying of motor
sequences with “precision and fideli-
ty of encoding,” also requires
second-order intentionality because
the observer must understand what
the target individual knows. For
Shipton, the methodological hurdle
was to identify archeological exam-
ples of true imitation. Although
acknowledging that the 2.3 Ma knap-
pers at Lokalalei 2C11 exceeded cap-
tive bonobos’ copying ability, he
does not grant them imitative ability.
Instead, he argues that learning to
make an Acheulean handaxe was the
earliest convincing example of true
imitation, and thus reflected a
second-order level of intentionality.
In particular, deliberately shaping
such a core tool required “. . .the
immediate goal of successful flake

Paleolithic specialists
have made some pro-
gress in documenting
prehistoric social inter-
actions, especially for
later periods.60 However,
they are still a very long
way from the kinds of
rich descriptions that
might enable reliable
contrasts with the pri-
mate literature.
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detachment to be subordinated to
the ultimate goal of the final tool
form”61:201 In order to learn this, an
observer must access a model knap-
per’s understanding.

Shipton is in good company in
tying a component of social learning
to ToM; the relation between the two
is often invoked in discussion of the
evolution of teaching.62 In the end,
his analysis hinges on a link between
high-fidelity observational learning
and second-order intentionality.
However, there is something rather
lumpy about Shipton’s result, which
assesses all handaxe makers, both
Homo erectus and Homo heidelber-
gensis, as having second-order inten-
tionality, glossing over some real
changes in handaxe technology over
the one million years between the
earliest examples and much later
sites such as Boxgrove. For example,
many archeologists believe that plat-
form preparation techniques, such as
those used to set up finishing flakes
on the Boxgrove handaxes, could
have been learned only through active
teaching.63 Effective teaching argu-
ably requires the teacher to under-
stand what the novice has learned
about the teacher’s own understand-
ing, or, in other words, a minimum
of third-level intentionality.

Cole64 approaches ToM through its
role in the establishment and main-
tenance of identity. He takes an
embodied or extended perspective on
social cognition and is able to for-
mulate a more nuanced account of
the evolution of ToM by focusing on
how artifacts extend and amplify the
body and how they enable more
complex forms of identify in which
perspective and knowledge of others
play an active role. His account of
the first handaxe makers agrees with
Shipton’s. Because Homo erectus was
able to recognize and follow others’
familiar actions, it must have had
both an internal identity and an
understanding that others had an
identity; that is, second-order inten-
tionality. But Cole argues that late
handaxes required an ability to
manipulate how one is perceived by
others, which is a more complex
form of identity requiring a higher
order of intentionality. Ultimately,
Cole argues that fifth-order

intentionality did not develop until
late in human evolution, as shown
by Homo sapiens’ use of elaborate
personal decorative traditions and
shared stylistic emblems in group
social display. In such cases, com-
munity standards are an abstract set
of rules that act as an additional lev-
el of intentionality, occasionally
through the vehicle of supernatural
agency.65 This argument is similar to
one made by Henshilwood and
Dubreuil66 in their discussion of
Middle Stone Age symbolism.

In many respects, ECA’s treat-
ments of social cognition have been
more ambitious and less specific
than its treatment of spatial cogni-
tion and technical cognition. The
methodological challenge is especial-
ly daunting for social cognition
because it is at least one inferential
step further removed from the
archeological remains. Cole, for
example, has had to build a model of
social identity to act as a bridge
between artifacts and ToM, whereas
Hodgson and Wynn could more
directly apply concepts from spatial
cognition to the geometry of arti-
facts. Nevertheless, there are impor-
tant implications for the standard
narrative. As with spatial cognition,
the earliest clearly nonapelike com-
ponents of social cognition were
associated with Homo erectus. But
unlike spatial cognition, social cogni-
tion continued to develop after the
time of Homo erectus, with modern
levels of Theory of Mind not emerg-
ing until after 200,000 years ago (if
we accept Cole’s reasoning). This
conclusion fits nicely with accounts
that emphasize the importance of
large-scale social networks in late
Pleistocene human communities.60,67

INSIGHT 4: A FINAL
ENHANCEMENT OF EXECUTIVE

REASONING ABILITY OCCURRED
WITHIN THE LAST 200,000 YEARS

Next to symbolism, the most com-
mon quasi-cognitive ability encoun-
tered in the paleoanthropology
literature is planning, especially the
ability to plan ahead. It is often pre-
sented as the cognitive basis for
increased complexity in technical

and subsistence systems; it also
reflects the reasonable supposition
that such systems often required
hominins to organize action well in
advance of execution or need. But as
with other common-sense cognitive
terms, “plan ahead” is, at best, a very
coarse assessment that does not
specify precisely enough what actual
cognitive components are in play.
Certainly capuchins plan ahead
when they carry nuts to nut-cracking
sites,68 chimpanzees plan ahead and
when they hunt cooperatively for
colobus monkeys.56 How, then, is
human planning different? How can
paleoanthropology track what, if
anything, has evolved?

Luckily, cognitive science has had
a century-long interest in planning
abilities and has not only parsed it
into constituent components, but
also identified many of the neural
resources responsible. Known as
“executive functions,” they are an
exhaustively researched domain of
human cognition and thus provide
an appropriate framework for
approaching the record of human
evolution. The term itself derives
from clinical neuropsychology, the
study of individuals with brain injury
or pathology. In the 1920s and
1930s, the famed Soviet neuropsy-
chologist Alexander Luria docu-
mented a recurrent pattern of
behavior in individuals who had sur-
vived wounds to their frontal lobes.
(Most of his subjects were WWI vet-
erans). They retained their language
ability and their memories, but were
unable to organize their daily lives.
Several specific abilities were
impaired, including the ability to
ignore distraction, suppress automat-
ic responses when necessary; switch
attention back and forth, organize
strings of sequential activity, and
track multiple goals at the same
time. In other words, Luria’s patients
were unable to coordinate appropri-
ate plans of action.

In cognitive psychology, which
studies normal adults, executive rea-
soning is one of the components of
working memory, a concept intro-
duced by Baddeley and Hitch in
1974.69 Since then, it has become the
most exhaustively researched ability
in cognitive psychology. Baddeley
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and Hitch labeled the executive com-
ponent of their multicomponent
working-memory model the “central
executive.” The overarching nature
of working memory is the ability to
hold information in active attention
and process it in the presence of
interference. Both the short-term
memory component (which Baddeley
now labels the episodic buffer)70 and
the processing component (central
executive) are essential. Thus, work-
ing memory is a broader, more
inclusive concept than executive
function.

After forty years of research, cog-
nitive science now knows a great
deal about working memory, includ-
ing its neurological basis. Working
memory is primarily a frontal lobe
circuit, with extensive connections to
the parietal and temporal lobes, and
the basal ganglia. Recent research
has also implicated the cerebellum,
particularly the superior posterior
portion, which appears to be more
recently evolved, in the automaticity
of thoughts and actions.71 The dorso-
lateral prefrontal cortex appears to
be the primary locus of working
memory (arguably the central execu-
tive component), but there is also
extensive activation in the orbito-
frontal cortex. the inferior parietal
lobes (phonological storage), the ret-
rosplenial cortex (episodic buffer),72

and temporal lobes (verbal and
visuospatial input).

Working memory capacity, as
measured by formal tests, varies in
modern adult populations. Moreover,
this variation correlates highly with
various measures of general intelli-
gence, particularly fluid intelligence,
which is the ability to solve novel
problems. The latter ability, of
course, would be advantageous for
ancient hominins trying to adjust to
new or disrupted environments.
Because working memory capacity
has been shown to be correlated
with a wide variety of higher cogni-
tive functions in addition to intelli-
gence, some have argued that it is a
better predictor of performance in
formal schooling than is classic IQ.73

Working memory capacity is also
highly heritable, with heritability
measures reaching as high as 0.99 in
some studies.74,75 With such

variability and high heritability, it is

reasonable to hypothesize that work-

ing memory capacity is either cur-

rently under active selection or has

been in the recent past.
Given its importance in human

affairs, documenting the evolution of

working memory and executive rea-

soning should be a major concern

for students of human evolution.

Working memory is not a unique,

derived characteristic of Homo sapi-
ens. All primates (arguably, all mam-

mals) have working memory, but

capacity obviously varies. Matsu-

zawa76 has even suggested that

chimpanzee working memory capac-
ity rivals or exceeds that of humans,

though the measures he employed

test only the short-term memory
component of working memory, not

the cognitive control components,

such as attention, updating, task
selection, and inhibition. At some

time over the course of hominin evo-

lution, the capacity and processing
components became more powerful.

The challenge is to document when,

and perhaps why.
Once again, Stout and colleagues

have provided evidence of the role of

working memory through experi-

mental archeology and neuroimag-
ing.24,25 In their fMRI investigation

of stone knapping, they have been

able to contrast neural activation

supporting simple Oldowan-like
knapping with activation supporting
the knapping of handaxes typical of
the late Acheulean. One clear differ-
ence was activation of the right fron-
tal pars triangularis in knapping the
handaxe. This is a region of the infe-
rior frontal lobe that has long been
associated with executive reasoning,
working memory, and speech pro-
duction, (In the left hemisphere, it is
known as Broca’s area.) Although
Stout’s knapper was a modern
human, not a Homo heidelbergensis,
the results suggest that whoever
made late Acheulean handaxes must
have devoted some amount of work-
ing memory capacity to the task. The
evidence suggests that completing a
handaxe required a more complex
plan of action, as well as additional
neural resources, than did knapping
an Oldowan core.

There are also direct archeological
traces of increased working memory
capacity. The earliest direct trace of
a working memory component in
action comes from a knapping event
at Boxgrove, a 500,000-year-old site
on the south coast of England.39

Here, archeologists excavated the
debitage pile produced by a single
stone knapper, who had carried in a
rough-out biface and finished it in
one sitting (kneeling, actually; the
pattern preserves the location of the
knapper’s thighs), and then carried
away the finished handaxe. The deb-
itage pile consists of more than
1,750 flakes over 2 mm. Most
remarkably, this debitage was virtu-
ally undisturbed by subsequent pro-
cesses, and it presents a fascinating
pattern. It appears as if the knapper
selected the larger trimming flakes
and set them aside in a small pile,
eventually carrying away the very
largest. He or she appears to have
operated with two goals in mind: fin-
ishing a handaxe and monitoring the
process for large flakes. Such task
switching is enabled by the executive
control functions of working memo-
ry. Unfortunately, this snapshot is
unique; there is nothing comparable
until very late in prehistory. It docu-
ments a fairly high level working
memory capacity, certainly beyond
anything demonstrated by modern
apes and approaching modern

The earliest direct trace
of a working memory
component in action
comes from a knapping
event at Boxgrove, a
500,000-year-old site on
the south coast of
England.39 Here, arche-
ologists excavated the
debitage pile produced
by a single stone
knapper
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capacity. And of course it corrobo-
rates Stout and colleagues’ argu-
ments about working memory and
handaxe manufacture.

Most applications of working
memory in ECA have focused on
more recent periods, in particular
the timing of modern working mem-
ory capacity. However, because one
cannot give psychological tests to
Homo heidelbergensis, the challenge
is to identify archeological traces of
activities that required modern levels
of working memory.77,78 Archeolo-
gists have proposed and debated sev-
eral possible candidates. One
complicating factor is that technical
activities, which produced the major-
ity of the archeological record, pro-
vide better evidence of expert
cognition, which has a very heavy
long-term memory component and,
even in the modern world, rarely
engages the full capacity of working
memory.79 But there are some activi-
ties that arguably did require mod-
ern working memory capacity. One
was the use of remotely operated
traps. Response inhibition is neces-
sary for the delayed gratification
component. Also, task switching and
active updating are necessary to
monitor and keep track of the 10 to
15 devices necessary for an effective
trap line.80 Documenting trap use in
the archeological record is, of
course, very difficult. The oldest
direct remains of such devices are
only a few thousand years old. Indi-
rect evidence, in the form of prey
that can be effectively hunted only
with traps, points to much earlier
use. Barker and colleagues81 have

made this argument with regard to
rats at Niah Cave in Borneo between
42,000 and 28,000 years ago, and
Wadley82 has made it with regard to
blue duiker at Sibudu cave 64,000
years ago.

Other proposed signatures for
modern working memory include
bow and arrow sets,14,15 long-
distance trade,67 the settling of Aus-
tralia,83 and use of tallying devices.84

What distinguishes these arguments
from vague allusions to planning is
their specificity. Response inhibition,
for example, is a well-studied compo-
nent of executive function, and by
employing such concepts ECA can
not only contribute to the standard
narrative of paleoanthropology, but
also reach conclusions of interest to
cognitive science in general. There
are disagreements about timing, to
be sure. Henshilwood and
Dubreuil,66 for example, argue that
working memory capacity was essen-
tially modern much earlier, at the
time of Homo heidelbergensis, and
that more recent developments in
material culture reflect, instead,
developments in symbolic ability.

Material culture has played a cen-
tral role in recent developments in
executive functions.85 Indeed, one
could argue that modern executive
reasoning is a bio-cultural phenome-
non that is based in working memo-
ry and technical amplifiers.
Computers are an obvious example,
but archeologists have been able to
trace the use of such devices back to
the later stages of the Paleolithic.
The notched, engraved, and
scratched bones initially championed

by Marshack86 forty years ago, and
more recently by d’Errico,87 were
almost certainly record keeping devi-
ces (Figure. 4).

Such devices played two important
cognitive roles. First, they freed
working memory capacity. Informa-
tion stored externally need not be
constantly refreshed in working
memory, thus freeing more atten-
tional capacity for the cognitive con-
trol mechanisms of the central
executive. Second, and more pro-
found in the long run, they acted as
scaffolds on which powerful algo-
rithms could be built. Many animals
(and human infants) attend to small
quantities (� 4; labeled subitization)
and can assess more and less for
larger amounts. Number, however, is
an abstract concept (1 1 1 5 2,
1 1 2 5 3, n 1 1 5 x) that must have
been constructed from simpler roots.
Overmann84 makes an elegant argu-
ment for the role of material culture
in the invention of number. In a nut-
shell, without some kind of external
material device, a true general num-
ber concept could never have been
developed. Thus, the enigmatic tally
sticks of the European Upper Paleo-
lithic attest not only to record keep-
ing, but also the roots of
mathematics and concepts of time.84

Executive reasoning has always
been a component of hominin cogni-
tive abilities. Homo erectus, as com-
pared to apes, demonstrated
enhanced executive reasoning; late
Pleistocene hominins, as compared to
Homo erectus, demonstrated
enhanced abilities. At some time after
the initial appearance of anatomically

Figure 4. An engraved bone plaque (8.8 cm) from Grotte du Tai, France, ca. 12,000 years old (after Marshack).88 Use of marks as tallies
not only frees working memory capacity for additional executive tasks, but acts as a material scaffold for the development of a true
number concept.84
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modern humans in the South African
Middle Stone Age, two provocative
types of executive reasoning made an
appearance. The first was an increase
in the spatial and temporal scale of
planning. Use of traps, bow-and-
arrow sets, and possible use of fire in
landscape management attest to a
scale of planning on par with that of
modern hunting and gathering. The
second is the evidence of technical
aids to working memory, which
appeared in the guise of tally boards,
notched sticks, and possibly even
beads. Technical enhancement took
cognitive evolution in a new, increas-
ingly productive direction, one that is
a leading element of current cognitive
evolution.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The research reviewed here is con-
sistent with three overarching gener-
alizations about hominin cognitive
evolution:

1. Hominin cognitive evolution
presents both a mosaic and a
concerted pattern; some individ-
ual cognitive abilities evolved
long ago in contexts quite differ-
ent from the modern world
(e.g., spatial cognition), while
others have evolved more
recently (fourth and fifth level
intentionality), or are evolving
still (e.g., technically extended
executive functions). There is
also evidence that there was a
concerted evolution of some
neural networks, that is, there
was natural selection of emer-
gent properties from the con-
junction of brain regions
working in tandem, like frontal-
parietal-cerebellar regions for
higher abstractive cognitive
functions, and the prefrontal
and temporal cortices for lan-
guage comprehension and
speech. Evolutionary cognitive
archeology has access to a limit-
ed range of cognitive phenome-
na, but everything that is visible
confirms these mosaic and con-
certed patterns.

2. Much of hominin cognitive evo-
lution was co-evolutionary with
material culture. Artifacts

played a critical scaffolding role
from at least the beginning of
stone knapping. Stone knapping
selected for developments in
visual attention by 2.3 Ma. Man-
ufacture of handaxes required
developments in spatial cogni-
tion, theory of mind, and cogni-
tive control. Much later, use of
remotely operated traps relied on
modern executive reasoning abil-
ities. External memory aids such
as tally boards and/or beads
enabled the construction of
abstract concepts of number and
time. Arguably, none of these
components of modern cognition
could have evolved without
active engagement with artifacts.

3. The archeological record of hom-
inin cognitive evolution roughly
paralleled the fossil evidence of
brain evolution. However, in the
current state of our knowledge, it
is impossible to connect these
parallel lines of evidence directly.
Late in hominin evolution, the
parietal expansion evident in ana-
tomically modern crania3 may
reflect developments in complex
models of the natural and social
world, which would be congruent
with archeological evidence of
expanded social networks, fifth-
level intentionality, use of man-
aged foraging, and abstract con-
cepts such as those instantiated
in therianthropic and chimeric
figurines.89 However, even in the
case of abstract thinking, it is not
yet possible to identify the spe-
cific brain structures responsible
using paleoneurological techni-
ques. Archeological remains con-
tinue to provide the primary
evidence of these abilities.

As a research specialty, evolution-
ary cognitive archeology is still in its
juvenile stage. Undoubtedly, our
insights will be modified and
expanded, with new ones added and
some old ones rejected. Evolutionary
cognitive archeology is an important
extension of what archeologists can
provide paleoanthropology. With
appropriate theories and methods,
archeological traces of hominin
activity do reveal something of the
minds that made them and provide a

reliable anchor for the investigation

of hominin cognitive evolution.
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